Death Valley National Park
Proposed Avawatz Mountains Wilderness with Proposed Park Expansion

NPS Boundary
State School Lands
Proposed Park Expansion
Proposed Avawatz Mountains Wilderness
Proposed Removal From Park

OFFICE: Lands Resources Program Center
REGION: Pacific West Region
PARK: DEVA
TOTAL PROP. ACREAGE: 11,980
PROP. WILDERNESS ACREAGE: 11,969
PROP. FEDERAL WILDERNESS ACREAGE: 11,917

MAP NUMBER: 143/128,605
DATE: May 14, 2015

Road Exclusion 100 Ft. from centerline
Road Exclusion 30 Ft. from centerline except where noted in INSET 1
Proposed Removal 11.1 Acres

INSET 1
INSET 2